
What it means...
Strengths - The things you do the best are your greatest assets.  Take time to search yourself to �nd your 
strengths. 
Weaknesses -  Your weaknesses are those little goblins that steal e�ectiveness and focus from your life.  
Your greatest tool in identifying you weakness is honesty.  
Opportunities -  Examine each fortuity, starting from the favorable circumstances that were always right 
under your nose, and working your way through to the opportunities for which you have to do some foot 
work.
Threats - They are the negative factors in your life that you cannot control.  The best you can do is be as 
accurately prepared to address them as they arise.

The internal factors: A great deal of your success or failure in life depends on who you are on the inside
The external factors: Still, we recognize the full outcome of your life is a result of how you respond to the 
world around you
 Things that are helpful to your progress: A person place or thing can either be fuel to your �re
Things that are harmful to your progress: A person place or thing can be the water to your �re
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Positives                                                                     Negatives

STRENGTHS                 WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES                  THREATS

Michael designed this custom S.W.O.T. chart for you to get clarity and plan for the future.  He has used this one tool to change lives.  If you would like to know how he can help 
you, take advantage of your FREE Fast Track to Success Discovery Call :  (646) 258-1791.  Michael prefers to coach in person if you are in the N.Y.C. Metro area.
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Plan your Life Project with 
S.W.O.T.Physical 

Environment Career
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Fun 

Recreation
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Growth
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Taking a segment of the wheel in turn and ranking from 0 to 10 (at the outer edge) rank your level 
of satisfaction with each area of your life. Mark a dot on the spoke.

Connect the dots your have drawn with a curved or straight line around the circumference of the 
wheel to create a new outside ede. The completed wheel may look similar to the example shown.

 The perimeter you have drawn represents your own personal Wheel of Life. Consider a ride around 
the wheel you have drawn in real life - how bumpy would it be?

A.  Which area satis�es you the most?
____________________________________________________________________________
B.  What is your weakest area of satisfaction?
____________________________________________________________________________
C.  What do you need to level the circle all the way around? 
____________________________________________________________________________
D.  How can you raise your level of satisfaction in least ful�lled area?
____________________________________________________________________________
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Wheel of Life Chart
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Custom Wheel of Life Chart
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